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Kangaroo 
Characteristics
• The Kangaroo has brown fur
• It has really long legs to kick 

with and fight with and run
• It uses its tale to fight too. The 

tale is really strong and hard
• Its arms are small because they 

do not use them a lot



Kangaroo Food and Water

Kangaroos get their food from plants 
streams and water troughs
They eat leaves and grass
The joeys drink from their moms



Where The Kangaroo livesWhere The Kangaroo lives

• The Kangaroo lives in dry regions
• Some dry regions are New Zealand and 

Australia
• The Joey and its mother live in a group
• Their group name is called a mob
• The dry areas are in the southern part 



Kangaroos PredatorsKangaroos Predators

A Dingo can attack a large Kangaroo in a A Dingo can attack a large Kangaroo in a 
large body of waterlarge body of water
They also get attacked by Australia Wild They also get attacked by Australia Wild 
Dogs who attack them on landDogs who attack them on land
The Joey has its own enemy which is the The Joey has its own enemy which is the 
wedge tailed eagle it drops down and grabs wedge tailed eagle it drops down and grabs 
it with its strong talons it with its strong talons 



The Kangaroos Life cycleThe Kangaroos Life cycle

The Kangaroos lives up to 6 to 8 yearsThe Kangaroos lives up to 6 to 8 years
Some different kangaroos live longer life Some different kangaroos live longer life 
spans like 16 to 20 yearsspans like 16 to 20 years
First the Kangaroo gets bornFirst the Kangaroo gets born
Then grows slow then grows fastThen grows slow then grows fast
After that the Joey feeds milk from the After that the Joey feeds milk from the 
pouch and bellypouch and belly
Finally the Joey becomes a Kangaroo and Finally the Joey becomes a Kangaroo and 
begins looking for foodbegins looking for food



Interesting Facts

The male kangaroos are the 
leaders
When the mom lays down 
the Joey gets to eat the 
grass 
The baby is called a Joey
They live in groups called 
mobs
There is even a Kangaroo 
called a Musky Rat 
Kangaroo 
Also there is a Kangaroo 
called a Tree Kangaroo
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My ResourcesMy Resources

World Book Online .com By Michael World Book Online .com By Michael 
AugeeAugee
The Kangaroo By Sabrina Crewe The Kangaroo By Sabrina Crewe 
BookBook
Zoo Book The KangaroosZoo Book The Kangaroos
World animals cardWorld animals card



Pictures
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